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O. Introduction 
In the papers [4] and [5], Mitchell has made substantial progress on the 
fundamental probl,~m of finding inner models for large cardinal hypothese.. As 
expected, one of the byproducts of this work is an upper bound or, the determi- 
nacy provable from the large cardinal hypotheses Mitchell's models atisfy. Each 
of these models has a canonical wellorder of its reals which is 'a~ in the sense of 
the model, and thus each fails to satisfy ~,  deternlinacy. However, al~, is clearly a 
crude upper bound, and in this paper we shall imla, rove it considerably. For those 
models for which the best possible bound on the determinacy satisfied is known, 
our arguments give that bound. 
Our arguments simply combine Mitchell's ideas with the main idea of Friedman 
[2]. Friedma,1 showed that 1, determinacy fails in the inner model M (for various 
Fat,  d M) by means of games in which the players must produce approximations 
to M itself, the player producing the better approximation being declared winner. 
In order to adapt Friedman's technique to Mitchell's models, we require only a 
way of comparing approximations to those models. Mitchell's main lemma [4, 
Lemma 2.3] gives just that. Now the complexity F of the games involved here 
depends upon the complexity of the process of comparing approximations to M. 
That part of our work going beyond the union of [2] and [4] is devoted to 
estimating this complexity for various Mr. We shall not cot~sider th~ models of [5] 
here, as for even the more complicated of the models of [4] it is not clear that our 
estimates are the best possible. 
We shall present our proofs in a format somewhat different from Friedman's. 
Call a set of reals c)1" if it is definable using the game quantifier applied to a matrix 
in 1", Working in M, we use Friedman games to show that the canonical wetlorder 
of the reals of M is OF, and then cite the following theorem. 
Theorem (Kcchris [3]). Let F be a pointclass closed under recursive substitutioias. 
Then F determinacy implies that there is no 9I" wellorder of the reals of order type 
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Proo+7 (sketch). One can show that F determinacy implies all ~)F sets have the 
Baire property by unfolding the Banach-Mazur game on both sides. But no 
wellerder of the reals of order type R~ has the Baire property. [] 
This presentation emphasizes the way our proofs refine Mitchell's proof that 51 
determinacy fails in his models. Friedman's proofs could also be presented this 
way. By adopting a format closer to Friedman's, one could improve our results to 
failures of Turing determinacy. 
It seems worthwhile to illustrate this method in the simple case that M = L[U], 
where U is a normal ultrafilter (nuf) on some ordinal. So assume V---L[U], and 
let < be the wellorder of the reals given the order of their construction. We want 
to show that < is O(~o:"+l-H~). 
Given reals x and y, consider the game G~+,: player I produces w and player II 
produces z. Player ] loses unless w codes a transitive model M of ZF++'V = 
L[W] for some nuf W' +'x < y'. If w codes such an M, then player II loses unless 
z codes a transitive model N of ZW+'V= L[W] for some nuf W'+'y~x ' .  If 
neither player has lost yet+ we form iterates M,, and N, of M and N as follows: 
M~+~ (resp. N,,+ 0 is the result of iterating the measure of M~ (resp+ N,) through 
all of the ordinals of N~, (resp. ~) .  For h a limit, Mx is the direct limit of 
(Mo l/3 < h), and similarly for N~. Then player I wins G~. v iff 
3 a < oJ 2 (M,~ is wellfounded and N, is not) 
or  
M~o: is wellfounded, 
It is easy to check that G~.~ is o~2+ 1-II~(x, y), uniformly in x and y. Moreover, 
x < y iff player I has a winning strategy in G~.~. [Suppose, e.g., that y <~ x. Let 
x, y~N*, where N*< L~[U] for some regular O and N* is countable. Let N be 
the collapse of N*, and let z code N. Then player II wins G~.~ by ignoring player 
I and playing out z. The reason is that all iterates of N are weltfounded, while it is 
impossible that both M,o~ and N,~-, be wellfounded. For if M~,-~ and N,,,: xvere 
wellfounded, then their measures would have a common generating sequence, and 
so agree, whereas x< y in M,o-- and y ~< x in N,,,~.] Thus < is O(~0 2+ 1 - 11~). 
By Kechris' theorem, ~oz+ 1-  HI determinacy is false in L[U]. Notice that the 
proof actually shows that ~o2+ 1- I I~ determinacy is false in the core model K. 
Now Jensen has shown that ~f Vx (x + exists) and K is not correct for _v~ 
statements, then 0 + exists. Since co2+ l -  II~ detern',inacy is a ~v~ statement, we 
have a new proof of a theorem of Martin (extending earlier work of R+ Solovay; 
cf. "Determinacy yields many measurable cardinals", D. Martin, unpublished): 
~oJZ+ 1 -H~ determinacy implies that Vx (x + exists). This of course strengthens the 
result hat ¢~0 2-~" 1 -H{ determinacy is false in L[U]. Similar strengthenings of our 
theorems for the models of [4] may be possible if, as rumored, Mitchell has 
extended Jensen's theorem to their corresponding core models. This would be of 
interest because there seem to be difficulties in extending the more direct proofs 
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of Martin and Solovay that determinacy implies Vx (x* exists) to even large 
cardinal hypotheses as weak as a measure concentrating on measurables. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section t we give some general emmas 
concerning the proce~ of comparing approximations to Mitchell's models. In 
Sections 2, 3 and ,4 we use them to get progre, ssively lower bonnds on the 
deternfinacy true in progressively weaker models. In Section 4 the bounds 
obtained are best possible for the models considered. We don't know if the seme 
is true for the bounds of Sections 2 and 3. We assume throughout a familiarity 
with the notation and results of [4, Secti'gns 1 and 2]. 
I. Comparing mice effectively 
A mouse is a transitive set or cla~s model of the theory ZF-+': : IU (U is a 
coherent sequence of nufs /x V = L[U])'. This usage diverges omewhat from the 
standard one, especially in that a mouse may have non-wellfounded iterated 
ultrapowe~. The coherent sequence from which a mouse is constructed is 
uniquely determined by the mouse [4, Fheorem 3.2]. 
The main lemma of [4[] compares two given mice M and N by producing 
iterates M, of M (= Mo) and N~, of N (= N~), together with canonical embed- 
dings i,~3 : /~  --~ rv/~ and J~,e :N,~ ~ N~. The iterates M', and N~ are defined until 
one of the two is non-wellfounded, or o ae of the two is an initial segment of the 
other. We identify wellfounded models with their tranisitive collapses, and more 
generally, wellfounded parts of models with their transitive collapses. Let ao be 
largest so that M~, and N,,, are defined, and for /3 <3,<~xo let .f(/3, ~')= 
(M~, i~-~, N~, j~,). We call f the Mitchell iteration of (M, N), and ~o the length of 
the iteration. 
[Since we deal with set mice, we must extend the definition of 'initial segment' 
given in [4]. We say that t.,s[U] is an initial segment of Lv[V] iff ~V and 
U = V I 6. The iteration described in the main temma must be correspondingly 
extended. By the way, if U is a coherent sequence in M and V a coherent 
sequence in N, by 'U  = V' we mean that dom(U)= dora(V) and V a,/3 6 dora(U) 
(U(a, ¢ t )NMAN = V(a, ~)NMN N).] 
We wish to consider the effectiveness of Mitchell iterations. Lemma 1 states 
that they are uniformly v over admissible sets. 
Lemma 1. There is a v formula ¢(vo . . . . .  va) so that for ~l an admissible set, M 
and N mice in .~/, and f the Mitchell iteration of (M, N), we have 
f(g, v) =x  i f f ,~l~o[M,N,(Lv,  xl 
for all ~, ",/e ~1. In particular, ~t is closed under f. 
Proof (sketch). This is obvious after inspection of the ultrapower and direct limit 
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constructions, which are entirely local and so uniformly A~(M). The decision as to 
what ultrapowers to take in forming Ma+t and Na+~ is A o in the parameters M~ 
and N o. Finally, being the transitive collapse of a given structure is unifomaly 
~(~). [] 
Thus, at the level of admissible sets anyway, the complexity of a Mitchell 
iteration is due to its length. Lemma 2 will help later in bounding that length. If 
(M m lay, Na, Joy) is a Mitchell iteration, then we let K o be the ordinal carrying a 
measure hit at stage /3. That is, rn is the least K so that ia.~+~(K)>K or 
ja,a+~(K)> K. Notice that the sequence of Ko's is strictly increasing. Notice also 
that, because of our identification of wellfounded parts of models with their 
transitive collapses, 'a  c Ma' means ,:hat the wellfounded part of Ma has order 
type at least a. 
Lemma 2. Let M be admissible, and (Mt~, io. N m Jt~) the Mitchell iteration of two 
mice M, N ~ M. Let a = OR f3 M, and suppose that I~  attd N,, are defined and that 
t~ + 1 ~_ M, f3 N,. Then there is a A ~(~0, closed unbounded (club) set C c_ a so that 
for/3, 3" ~ C with/3<3', 
Proof. We first find a A~(M) club C' so that i~v(x~) = K~ fo r /3<3 '  with F, 7~C'.  
For/3 <~ sufficiently large, pick ao ~.o that i~(a  o) = ct. Clearly K~ ~<%3 for all/3, 
as otherwise ie~ (c~) = ~ < ct. We will arrange that for/3 ~ C', ~ = supr< o i% ~< K o 
by reflecting the flz(s~) fact that a = supv<,~ t%. But then a~ = ~ for t:~ ~ C' and C' 
is as desired. 
For the details, fix ~ and let 6<eq.  Then /~(8)<c~, so for some 7>~,  
i,~ (8)< K~ and thus in~ (/5)< I%. But then t,~,(~)< t~ for all cr ~ 3'. By admissibility 
we have a 3'=f(r/)  so that VS<o_,  (/,~(~5)<~). Now f is zl~(~) and total, so 
again by admissibility, we have a zl,(~) club set C' of limit ordinals so that/"/3 ~/3 
for/3 e C'. Let/3 ~ C'; we claim that ~a =supv<o t %. For if e<a~,  then e =/~o(8) 
for some r l</3 and 6<oq.  Since/'~/3 c_/3, i ,~v(6)<~ for some 3,</3. But then 
E <K~,. 
By repeating the argument we can thin down C' to the desired C, [] 
To see how Lemma 2 bounds the lengths of Mitchell iterations, consider two 
mice M and N, where M ~ ¥t¢ (0(K) ~-:- 1). Let ct = OR f3 M, where .ff is the smallest 
admissible set such that M, N e M. Then Lemma 2 easily implies that the Mitchell 
iteration of (M, N) has length ~<c~. In fact, if Mo and N o are defined for all/3 < a, 
then a ~ M,~ f'~ N,~. We shall push this further in Sections 3 and 4. 
In the situation of Lemma 2 we set ~ = a ; we use "K,/when we are thinking of 
a as a measurable cardinal in M, C~ N~, rather than as a stage in the iteration. 
Martin noticed the next lemma, which tells us when two ultrafi]ters on ~ 'match 
up' at stage a. 
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~ a  3. Let .~¢, M, N and a satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2, and C its 
conclusion. Let U. V ~ P(~, ), where U e M, and V ~ N,. and for {3 < a sufficiently 
large let i~,(b~)= U and j0,(V~)= V. Then ~he following are equivalents: 
(a) un~4,nN, ,= VC~M, n~i~, 
(1:,~ {/3 ~; c I u ,  1"3 Mt~ n Ni~ ~- Vt~ n/vl~ i"3 X~} is cofinal in a. 
(c) {~ e C ] U o f3 M~, fq N a = V,  f3 M,a fq N-} is ch, b in a. 
lhroo|. (a)::),(b) Assuming (a), if /3~C and A~(UeAVt~)NM~NN ~, then 
ia~(A) ~ je~(A). But i~(A)  n ~.~ = i~(A)  for 3" ~ C, and similarly for ~ (A), so for 
all sufficiently large 3">/3 in C, i~. (A)~j~. (A) .  By admissibility we can find a 
club D c C so that for )t ~ D. 
(i) .~, is a limit point of C, 
3 3" e C (/3 < ~ < ~ z\ i , , (A)  ~ j~,(A)), 
But then U~ fq ~ n Nx = Vx t'1 Mx n Nx for ,~ e D. 
(b) ---> (e) We show fl,, set in question is closed. Let )t be a limit point of it, so 
that ,k e C, and suppose that A e. (U,~ A Vx ) N Mx fq N~. Since i~ I K~ = J~.,~ 1" ~ = id, 
for sufficiently large /3 < ~ in C we have 
A = i,~x(A rl ~.,) = ],x(A fq ~) .  
But then A n K~ ~ (U~AV~) f3 M a n N~ for sufficiently large /3 <)t in C, a con- 
tradiction. 
(c) ~ (a) The proof is that of (b)~. (c) with k = c~. [] 
In the future, when U e M and V=._ N, and I3. V ~_ P(3") where 3, ~ M n N, we 
shall write ' U = V" to mean that U n M n N = V fq M fq N. 
We give now two lemmas concerning the construction of subsets of K in L[U] 
by means of ultrafilters on or at×we ~. They don't figure very prominently in what 
follows, but seem to be of sufficient interest o warfare inclusion here. The fi~t is 
due to Martin. 
Lemma 4. Suppose U is coherent and L[U] ~ 0(~:) ~ t< +. Let A ~ L[U] and A 
/3 < ~:. Then A c Ls[U ~ ~/] for some t~, 3" < K. 
P-tooL Assume that V=L[U] ,  O(K)~K +, and A___/3<K. The L6wenheim- 
Skolem theorem gives a mouse M such that A c M. L0..[U ~/3+ 1]c_ M (so all 
iterates of M are wellfounded), and card(M)=/3 ~ ~. Choose 0 regular so that 
dora(U) is bounded in O, and let N = L~,[U]. All iterates of N are wellfounded. Let 
(M,, it.,, N,,, j,,,) be the Mitchell iteration of (M, N). 
We claim that j,,~ = id for all a. 3'; that is, no ultrapower is taken on the N side. 
For suppose a is least so that j . . . .  ~ ~ id. Let 
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where U is a nuf on h. Now/3++<h si~lce all nufs on ~8 were put into M. But also 
max(a, {3+*) ~< k <~ card(M~) ~ max(a,/3+÷). 
Thus h = max(a,/3++), so h = a. 
As in Lemma 2, there is a club C % h so that 
a=~ and i~, (a)=h 
for a ~ C. Now let 
i : L[U] ~ XL[U]/U 
be the canonical embedding, and let 
(M' ,  i" a, 3/ ' ,  J 'a) = J((/~L, i~,~, N,~, J,~a)) 
be the Mitchell iteration comparing j (N)  and j (M) in L[j(U)], Then M" = M~ and 
i'a=i,~ a for a<~<~h,  and j 'a= id  for a~13<~j(X). Let V be the coherent 
sequence from which M~ (= Mx) is constructed. Since h ~j (C)  and ]~,,x+t =id, 
M~+~ = ~'.M'~/V(A, 8), 
where 8 = 0(A) ~N~ = 0(X) L~u~l, and so U = U(h, 8). Fix a < A and V ~ M" so that 
• " -~(v)  = v (x ,  8) .  
Moving back to L[U], we see that for U a.e. 13 < A, 
M~_~ , = ~Ma/i,~o(V). 
But then the set of such/3 constitutes a set of generators for i,~x(V) = V(A, ~), of 
U measure one. Thus V(A, ~) = U = U(A, 8), contrary to the definition of U. 
If M~ is defined, then 
0(K) ~.  < ~ + ~ 0(K)~. ,  
so that j~,~+~ #id.  Thus M~ must be an initial segment of N for some ~l <K, But 
then Mn=Ls[U~3"  ] for some 8,3"<K, and since A=ion(A)EM. ,  we are 
done. [] 
It is easy to see that if A ~_/3 < K and A ~ L[U I (K, a)] and U(~, a) exists, then 
A ~ L~[U ~' 3"] for some 3' < K. 
Concerning unbounded subsets of ~, we have: 
Lemma S. Let U be coherent. Then 
(a) i[ L[U 1' (K, 3')] k card(8) = K, and U(•, 3') exists, then L[U I (•, 8 + 1)] 
card(8) = K; 
(b) assume V=L[U]  and 0(K)>~K+; then VS<~+(L[U~(K ,  8+I ) ]k  
card(8) = K), moreover, P(K) c_. L [U  t (K, ,~ ~)]. 
Proof. (a) Form the ultrapower ~L[U]/U(~:, 8), and let i be the canonical embed- 
ding. There is a wellorder W of K of order type 8 in the ultrapower L[i(U) I 
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(i0¢), i(y))]. Since i(U)(i(K), i(y)) exists, the remark following Lemma 4 implies 
that W~ L[i(U) ~ i(K)]. Thus L[i(O) I i(~)] g '0(~) = 8 < K +'. But then for U0¢, 8) 
a.e. ~<~¢, L[U t ~] g0(c~)<t~ +, For c~ <~¢, let f(c~) be the first wellorder of c~ of 
order type 0(c~) constructed in L[U ~' K], and ~} if none exists. Then [J'~t,(~.8) is a 
wellorder of ~¢ of order type 8, and Lf].~ ,(~,,~ L[U ~ (~:, 3 ~ 1)]. 
(b) The p, oof of part (a) is easily modified so as to give the fi~t statement: let i, 
W be as in ~a). Then L[i(U)] ~ 0(i(~)) ~ i(~¢) +, so by Lemma 4, W ~ L[i(U) ~ i(K)], 
and we can carry on as in (a). 
For the second statement, notice "that there are ~¢+ subsets of K in L[U 
(~, ~+)]. Now suppose A ___ K and A~L[U I (~, ~+)]. Let M=L~[V] be a mouse 
so that ~¢, A ~ m, ~' ~' K = U I' ~¢, and card(M) = ~ ; a L6wenheim-Skolem argument 
gives such a mouse. Let N = L[U ~ (~, K*)], and let (M~, ion, N~, L~) be the 
Mitchell iteration of (M, N). All iterates are wellfounded; moreover io~ ~ ~ = Jo~ ~' 
K =id. Thus P(~) fq N,~ = P0¢) nN and P(~)fq M~ = P(K)f'3M. But then no tV/,, is 
an initial segment of N,, or vice-versa, a contradiction. [] 
With regard to (b): one can show th:,t if /3 <(t¢~) twl and U(~, 137 is de ]ned, 
then (P(~) t"l L[U~)~ L[U I (K, ~)]. 
2. Coherent sequences 
For a coherent sequence U of normal uttrafihers, we let <v  be the canonical 
wellorder of %a n L[U] determined by the order of construction i  L[U]. By [4, 
Lemma 3.5], L[U] ~ '<o  has order type R1'. In this section we get an upper bound 
oil the possible complexity of <t~, and from this a fixed level of a~ determinacy 
failing in all models of the form L[U]. 
Suppose that f :~- '+R l ,  where ~ is the set of Turing degrees, and that for 
some ,vl formula ~p(vo, vl) we have 
/(deg(x)) = a iff L[x]g cp[x. c~]. 
Let 0(o) be any formula, and define 
x ~ A iff Lf~e~c~)~[x] ~ O[x]. 
Then A is zl~, and all a~ sets are obtained this way. We obtain a level of A~ by 
fixing f and letting O vary. The smaller f (in ~R1 modulo Martin's measure on @), 
the simpler the zl~ sets so oblained. 
For any x e'*'w, let ~r(x) be the least Ha-reflecting ordinal relative to x. That is, 
~r(x) is the least c~ so that for any l/a formula ~o(v) and any t~ L,,[x], 
L,[x] ~ ~[t] =), 3/3 < a (L~[x] ~ ~[t]3. 
Let e~(x) be the next x-admissible ordinal after rr(x). Finally, let Fo be the 
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pointclass consisting of all A ~ ~o so that for some £a formula 0(v), 
x ~ A iff L~,o,~[x] ~ O[x]. 
Theorem 1. If U is coherent, then 
L[V]~ '<v is 9r~,', 
and so 
L[U] ~ 'not all Fo games are determined'. 
ProoL Let U be coherent, and assume V = L[U]. For any x, y ~ %0 consider the 
following games G~.~. Player I produces w ~ '~oJ and player II produces z ~ "oJ, the 
players alternating moves as usual. Player I loses unless w codes a mouse 
M= L~[W] so that 
x ,y~M and M~x<wy.  
If w codes such an M, then player 1I loses unless z codes a mouse N = L~.[Y] so 
that " 
x ,y~N and N~y<~vx. 
Finally. if w and z code such M and N, then we form the Mitchell iteration 
(Mo, i~, N 0, IBm) of (M, N). Notice that no Mo can be an initial segment of N~, or 
vice versa, since io~ and ]o~ fix both x and y. Thus the iteration ends because of 
non-wellfoundedness on at least one side. Let rr = ;r((w, z)). Player I wins G~.~, iff 
3 .k < ~r (Mx is wellfounded and Nx is not) 
or 
M,, is wellfounded. 
From Le;nma 1 it follows at once that the relation '(w, z) is a win for ! in G~.v' 
is a Fo relation of x, y, w and z. Its main complexity comes from the clatse " /~  is 
wellfounded', which is 2~ over L,,,~.=>~[(w, z)], uniformly in (w, z), by L~:mma 1. 
Suppose that x <u Y; we claim that player I has a winning strategy in G~.~. For 
let dora(U) be bounded below 0, where 0 is regulm and x,y~I .o[U] .  Let 
M*-< Lo[U] be countable with x, y ~ M*, and let M be the collapse of M*. All 
iterates of M are wellfounded. Clearly player I can win G~.~ by playing a fixed w 
coding M while igm~ring player II's moves. 
Conversely, suppose y ~ x. We claim that player II has a winning strategy in 
G,,~. For the argument of the last paragraph gives a countable mouse N = Lv[V] 
so th~,t x, y ~ N, N~ y ~vX, and all iterates of N are wellfounded. Let z code N, 
and let player II's strategy be to ignore I and play out z. Suppose for a 
contradiction that w is a play for I which defeats this strategy. Let w code M, and 
let z- = ~r((w, z}). 
Since N is iierable and player I has won, both M.~ and N~. are defined and 
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weUfounded. Let g /= L,,[(w, z)]. Since K= = ~r ~ M~, f~ N,,, Lemma 2 gives a ,~1(.~) 
club C so that i~,,(Ko)= j~,,(:%)=s% for all ~ e C. For 19 ~<~r, let W~ = i0u(r~ and 
lr~ = ]oo(W). Clearly W,~ I K,~ = ~r  1' ~,,. Now let a be the largest ordinal so that 
ot~inf(0(t%) ~,  0(K,,) N~) 
and 
Our plan is to reflect property (*) of a, and for this we must express it as a I/4 
statement about the Mitchell iteration below ~-. This is the rouUne task which we 
now discharge. Let 0 < w be large enough that i~(o)= a and io= (cr)= a for some 
O ~ Ms and o" ~ No. Let q~ be the following statement about the parameters 0, O, cr 
and, implicitly, w and z: 
(i) KP, 
(ii) C is unbounded, 
(iii) (V/3 > 0)(V 3' < iot~(p))(3 (3' > 0)(3 "y' < jf~,(o')) 
[{iS e C I l,~s(~, i~,s (2/)) = Vs(Ka, J~'a(3"))} is cofinal], 
(iv) (V/3 > 0)(V v </.~<r))(3 t3'> 0)(3 v'< i,,~,(o)) 
[{8 ~ C ] Vs(K~, J~(v)) = W,s(t% i~,a(v'))} is cofinal]. 
Then q~ is ll,, by virtue of Lemma 1, and true in M by virtue of (*) and Lemma 3. 
Since 'rr is / /4 reflecting, we have an unbounded set D of ordinals ¢ < ~r so that 
Lo[w, z] ~ q~[O, O, ~h w, z ]. But for such /3, Lemma 3 gives 
and 
w~ 1' (K~. ion(o)) = v~ ~ (K~. i.:,(c:)). 
Now clause (ii) of ~ implies D~ C, and so for/3 ~ D, both i~.~.~ and ]~.~+~ move 
~.  Thus both W.:(~, io~(O)) and V~(~,/0~(o-)) are defined. 
So both V~(~., a) and V,,(~%, ~) are defined, and by the definition of ~ we 
have an A ~ W~(~,, a )A~(tq ,  e¢). Now A = i~=(A ~ ,%) ~ j~,(A f3 t%) for suffi- 
ciently large /3~D. and for such fl, case 3 of [4, Lcmma 2.3] applies to 
W~(K~, io~(O)) and Vz(Kt~, j0~(~r)). Thus ~ ~ i~.~t(A ~:t~) iff K~¢j~.~(A  71~c~). 
Thus t% ~ A iff ~¢~ A, a contradiction. 
One can extend Theorem 1 into the models of [5]. E.g., by replacing irl4 
reflection with lIs reflection in *he definition of F~), one obtains a level of A~ 
determinacy which fails in the minimal model containing a Pz(K) measurable ~. 
3. One measurable K of order K÷÷ 
For what ~'-:ort of mice M and N mu~t the Mitchell iteration of (M, N) have 
length less t~aa ~ or equal to the first admissibJe in (M, N)? Let 'A '  denote Suslin's 
operation A. By the argument of Section 2 and the following proposition, our 
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question can be put: What large cardinal hypothesis is needed to prove A(H]) 
determinacy? 
Proposition. A set 13 is A(II~) iff for some II~ formula O(v), we have, for call x, 
x e B itt l~[x ]  ~ O[x], 
where ¢o~ is the second x-admissible ordinal. 
We omit the simple proof; the reader unfamiliar with Suslin's operation can 
take this as a definition. 
We sha~l show that '3K (0(K) = K÷+) ' does not prove A(I-I]) determinacy. The 
best known proof uses a hypothesis lightly weaker than the existence of a K 
which is P2(K)-measurable. It is due to Martin and the author. 
A coherent sequence U is strongly coherent if for all c¢ and/3 <0(a) ,  there are 
functions in "a n L[U ~ (c~,/3)] witnessing the coherence condition for U(a,/3). 
The coherent sequences constructed in [4] are strongly coherent. If U is coherent 
but not strongly coherent, and V is strongly coherent then the comparison 
process of [4] must iterate V into an initial segment of an iterate of U, so that any 
statement true in L[V] is true in L[U I' c~] for some r~. For example, if U is 
coherent but not strongly so, then by [4, Theorem 4.1], there is an e~ so that 
L[U I' ~]i::::lK (0(K)=~¢+÷). It is not known whether there are any coherent 
sequences which are not strongly coherent. 
Theorem 2. Let U be coherent and q~ minimal, where q~ is '3K (0(~) = K÷+) '. Then 
L[U] ~'<v is D(A(HI))' 
so 
L[U] ~'not all A(H~) games are determined'. 
Proof. ;\ssume that V = L[U], where U is as above. By tile rem~ks preceding 
the theorem, U is strongly coherent. For any x, y E~o, G~s is the game: player I
plays w and player II plays z. Player I loses unless w codes a mouse h4 = L~[W] 
so that 
G[W]~ x<wy, 
and for all ~,/3 < 8, 
L~[W ~ (o~, /3)] ~ V~ 'O(K) < K +*). 
If w codes such an M, then player tI loses unless z codes a mouse N = L~[V] so 
that 
G[re] ~ y <~v x, 
and for all a,/3 < % 
G[V t (o~,/3)] ~W (O(K) < K+*). 
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If neither player has lost yet, hen we form the Mitchell ~teration (M~, i.a , N,,, La). 
As before, no M~ is an initial segment of N., cr vice-versa. Let ~o, = w~ ~'~> be the 
least admissible ordinal rela6ve to (w, z). Then player I wins G~.~, iff 
:I A <~ot (Mx is wellfounded and N,~ is not wellfounded) 
or 
No, is not wellfounded. 
The relation '(w, z) is a win for I in G~'  is easily computed as A(H~) usit,g the 
proposition and Lemma t. If y au  x~ then using Lemma 4 we easily get a winning 
strategy for player II in G~.~ (see the next paragraph.) Theorem 2 is proved when 
we show that if x <v  Y, then player l has a winning strategy in Gx.~,. 
Let x <~ y, and fix K so that 0(K) = ~+', By Lemma 4, x, y ~ Ls[U I 3'] for some 
8,3'<~¢. We may assume that 6 is regular and so large that V a<y V/3 
(Ls[U ~' (a,/3)] ~ VK (0(~¢) < K ~ +)); ~he q~-minimality of U guarantees such a & Let 
x, y e M* where M*< Ln[U ~ 3'] is countable, let M be the collapse of M*, and let 
z code M. We claim player I wins G~.s, by playing w while ignoring player If. 
Suppose z is a play by player II which defeats w. Let z code N. Clearly, both 
M,~ and N~o, are defined and wellfounded, where w, =o~w'~'k Thus co I = K.,,~ 
M~. nN.,,,  and we have a A~(l~,[;v, z]) club set C as in Lemma 2. 
We need some notation for the common initial segment of M~., and N.,,. Let IV 
(resp. V) be the strongly coherent sequence from which M~, (resp. No,) is 
constructed. Let p. be tl,.e largest c~ so that 
a ~<inf(00q.,) ~%, 0(~,,) N~ ) 
and 
w t (~, ,  a) = v t (~o,, a). 
Let ,~ be the least ordinal not in M,o, C3 N,,,. Thus 
LAW t (~,o,, . ) ]  = L,[V t ('%, . ) ] ,  
and by the properties demanded of M and N, we have an f so that 
Let i.,o,(g.)=f and i . . , , (h . )=f  for all sufficiently large a <oJl. 
We now want to apply /I2 reflection to the properties of A, p. and f just 
described, as we applied //4 reflection in Section 2. For sufficiently large a ~ C 
and ~ ~ dom g~, let 
X .  ~ = the first wellorder of ~. of order type t5 constructed in M~,. 
Similarly, for stdticiemly large a c C and 8 ~ dora h,~, let 
Y~ = the first weUorder of ~, of order type ~5 constructed in N~. 
Now given an a ~ C a~3 8 ~ dom g., we can find a /3 > c~ in C so that 
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and 
W~(~,  ~(~(8) )= V~(~, h~(~(8))) ,  
[For X~%~ (~ = Y~,T, (~ and W(r.~,, f(/~,(fi))) = V0q~,, f(/~,~,,(6))) because enough of 
M',,, and No,, is 'lined up' to make this true. But then X~ (~)= X~--,(a)n,,, K~= 
yt (~},-., 2 v i a (a) ~7' ' ' na = ~ ~" for all sufficiently large/3 e C, and for cofinally many of those. 
/3, 1,~(K~, g~(i~o(8))) = V~,(~, ha(i,~o(8))) by Lemma 3.] Let F(~, 8) be the least 
such/3. Similarly, given a e C and 8 ~ dora h. we can find a /3 > a in C st) that 
and 
W~(~, g~(La(6)))= V~(~, ha(/~(6))). 
Let G(a,  6) be the least such/3. Finally, let H(c~)=dora ~, Udom h,,. Now F~ G 
and H are all A, with z~ domains, so by H~ reflection we have a club D ~_ C so 
that each 3' e D is closed under it:, G, and/-/ .  
Claim. W., t (r~., i~,(/~)) = Vv [ (K~, j~,,(p)) for all V ~ D. 
Proof. Let o-~domg~; we shall show that c rcdoml t  v and Wv(x~,gv(cr))= 
V~(~, h~(tr)). Let ~r = i~v(8) where c~ ~ C. By the closure of 3' under F and t4. the 
set 
B ={/3 ~ C1X~ "~- -  V~'~(~ and ~(%,  g~(i~a(6))) = V~(~, h~(i,~(6)))} 
is cofinal in % Let X=X~.  Notice that ~eN~, since i~, (X)~h~,  and X= 
i.w,,(X) fq K!'¢ Thus for /3 c B large enough that ]~(X)  is defined, we have 
Let 0 = i.t~(6) for some such {3 ~ B. Then for ail v>/3 in B we have 
t.¢,, - -  A~,'" , 
so that W,,(K~., gAioAs)))= aL,(~, h,,(i~,,(o))). But then by Lemma 3, 
W,(K.,, gv(cr))= Vv( ~,  h~(]~(0))). Moreover, ]0~(0) is the order type of Ja~(~)  = 
X, so j~,(O)=or, and we have shown what we set out to. 
A symmetric proof shows that if t r~domt  N, then cr~dom g~ and 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, the claim easily contradicts the defining property 
of Ix. The proof of Theorem 2 is complete. [ ]  
Theorems 1 and 2 lead naturally to the question: 'What can be done with /I3 
reflection?' 
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4. Measurables ~ of order ~+, and below 
Let us define the natural Borel hierarchy over the HI ,':ts: 
~'(1/ I )  = {~j (A,, N I3,,) l Vn (A~, - v ,  } : A B,, ~ nb  , 
,L!t~(nl) -~ (,,,,o - A I A ~ ~'~(L('3L 
and for (~e > 1, 
A straightforward iagonal argument shows that ~,,<s, Y~(L I I )~A( I~)  • The 
following normal form theorem gives us a handle on these classes. To avoid 
awkardness, we state it only for the _,,~2~, with n < to. 
Proposition. Let l~<n<(0. Then A is -v,°,(H~ t) if[ there is an x~"'(,) and a Z,,+~ 
fommla  O(t~, vt) so that 
z~A i f l fL , , ,? ,{x,z]gO[x,z] .  
Proof. The proposition is true for n = 0 if we set 2,t~(fl])= HI (cf. [6, Section 9E]. 
The proof for n >0 is then a routine induction using the projectibility to co of 
o~.:L []  
If the parameter x of the proposition is recursive, we say that A is ~(,),(II~). 
For lack of a better word, we call a coherent sequence U short if whenever 
~( <h ~0(K) Ltvt and (L~[U ~' (~, h)], ~, U ~' (K, h)) is an admissible structure, we 
have L[U ~ (K, 8 + 1)] ~ eard(~) = K for all ~ < h. Of course, any initial segment of 
a short sequence is short. If U is a ~¢-minimal sequence, where e.g. , = '3~ 
(0(K) = ~' • 2)', then by Lemma 5.1(a). U is short. 
Theorem 3. Let U be a short coherent sequence. Then 
L[U]g  <v is 9(~'~(1II)) 
so 
,2( I I~) games (ire determined. L [U]~ not all vo • l 
Proof, We assume V = L[U] where U is short, and define a game Gx.~, for 
x, y ~ ~'to as before. In this case we require that the plays w and z code mice }VI 
and N constructed from coherent sequences which, according to the mice, are 
short. If so, we form the Mitchell iteration (I~,~,, i ~, N,,,j,,~) of (M, N). Let 
tot = (o(i ~''~>. Player I wins G~.~, iff 
::1 h < (o~ (M~ is wellfounded arm N~ is not), 
or 
to1 + 1 c_ A,~,. 
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"g" o l l"f l "~ The relation '(w, z) is a win for I in G,.~ is -.~-x*,t~. Its complexity lies in the 
clause '~ot + 1 ~ Mo,', which by Lemma 2 is equivalent to '~a V/3 ~ 3' > 18 
(i~v(~,) = ~) ' .  This is a -~3 assertion about L,,,~,.~>[w, z]  uniformly in w and z, so 
we can apply the proposition. 
If x <v  Y, the L/Swenheim-Skolem theorem gives a countable mouse M satisfy- 
ing the local requirements on player l's play and so that all iterates of M are 
wellfounded. Player I wins G,.~ by playing a code for M. Similarly, if y ~t~ x we 
have a countable mouse N satisfying the local requirements on H's play and so 
that all iterates of N are wellfounded. Let II play z coding N, and suppose for a 
contradiction he loses to I playing a w coding M. Let ~o~ = o~ "'*). 
Clearly both M~, and N~,, are defined. Our new problem is that M~ might not 
be wellfounded; this possibility prevems our simply using the proof of Theorem 2 
However, ~o~ is in the weUfounded part of M~,, and this is enough for the weaker 
models we are now considering. 
Since ~o~ + 1 ~ M~, f) N,~,, we have a club C as in Lemma 2. Set K,,, = ~o~. L~t W 
(resp. ~) be the coherent sequence from which M~, (resp. N,o,) is constructed, and 
let i~,~,(W~)=W and j~,o,(V~)= V. The proof of the following claim is implicit in 
that of Theorem 2. 
Claim. If tt + 1 __. 0(.~,) ~a,,,, N O( ~,, )N,,.,, the~l there is a,-31(L.,,[w, z)] club D c C so 
that for all a ~ D, VV~ ~ (~, iL~,(Ix)) = V,~ ~ (K,./,~,~o,(Ix)). 
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on ~. If D works for Ix, thee the set of 
limit points of D works for Ix + 1, so we may assume that Ix is a limit. For a E C 
and ~ < (K+W% let 
X~ = the first wellorder of K~ of order type 6 constructed in M,. 
Similarly, for a ~ C and 8 <(KS) u,., 
Y] = the first wellorder of K~ of order type 6 constructed in N~. 
Let o- =- ORN~,,. 
Case 1: V 8 < ~t (L=[V [ (~, ,  8 + 1)] g card(8) = ~o). 
Proof. Our i aduction hypothesis guarantees that if i..,,~(6) = j.~,(O) < Ix, then for 
cofinally mary/3 ~ C we have i.~(8)= j~o(O) and 
W~ I (K~, i.~(~) +2)=V s [" (K~.L~(0)+2). 
But for such/3, X~.~s) = --ovJ'~'~°) by the case h~qgothesis and the fact that the part of 
N s constructing ~.~o) is lined up with M s. [To see that M s has enough ordinals 
to construct y~,,,~o~, let i :M s --+ Mt~ come from the ultrapower by W,(K~, i,.s(8)+ 
1). let k = i(K~), and let T=W~ ~ (K~, i,.~(6)+ 1). Then P(Ko)NL[T]c_L~[T], so 
Y~,,'~°~La[T].] Thus for all sufficiently large [3~_C, X~ , ,~= yd,..<o~, and thus 
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i~(6)=/~(0) .  For cofinalty many such /3, Wa(Ke. i .a(8))= V~(K~,i,~(O)). So 
given any a~C and ~<i=~,,(0,) we have /3>et in C so that X'h,,,t~)=y~,,,~s~ and 
Wa(~a, i,,a (,~)) = ~,~(~a, i,,~(6)). Let F(~, ~i) be the least such/3. Define G(c~, 3) for 
a ~C and ~; <j~,,~,(p..) symmetrically. Let H(e~)= i~,,~,,(0,)Uj~,(0,). The set D = 
{a ~ C I a is closed under F, G and it/} satisfies the claim for 0, ; the proof is the 
same as that for the claim in Theorem 2 1"3 
Case 2: Otherwise. 
Prool .  Let 6 < 0` be least so that L~[V ~ (~,~,, 6 + 1)] ~ card(6) > ~o,,. Since V is 
short, there is no ~,~ so tl'at ~<v and (L~.[V ~ (~.,, v)], ~, V I (~,,, v)) is 
a]missible. Thus there is a map [ :6  .... 2--+0, which is definable over L~[V 
(~, ,  t~)]. Our induction hypothesis implies V ~ (~,~,, 0,) = W I (~%,, 0,), and since 
~/ '~ ,  we have [~ i~,, f3 No,,. We can now proceed as in the proof of the claim in 
Theorem 2~ [] 
The claim has be~i. proved. But t!len 0(~0,) M,,,, must be nonstandard, as 
otherwise we could reprove the claim with 0` :-~ 0(v~.,,) M,.,, and obtain a contradic- 
tion. Let ,~ be the least ordinal not in ~,~,,, i.e., the order type of the standard 
ordinals of M,,,. Then lhe truncation lemma (cf. [1, p. 73]) implies that (La[W l 
(~ , ,  A)], ~ W 1' (K,~, k)) is admissible. By the claim, W I (K,o,, X) = V [' (~,,)~). 
Since 3. ~ N~,, and V is short in No,,, we have L~[V I (~.,, 6 + 1)] ~ card(8) = ~q,, for 
all 6<A.  But then if a~C and i,~o,,(6)<X, i,~,o,(X~)sN,~, because enough of M~ 
and N~ a~e lined up te make i,~(XS.) ~ N o, for cofinally many/3 s C. [If c~ ~ C and 
X c K., then i..,,(X)~ N~, iff i.t~(X)~ N~ for all sutticiently large/3 ~ C. The 'only 
if" direction uses II: reflection applied to the statement: 'Vo~C3(3EC 
(~.~(X) 4:j.~(X))'.] On the other hand, if ~ E C e~d i,~o,,(~5) is nonstandard, then 
i,,,,,(X~)~N,,,. For suppose i,,,,,,(X~)=j~,,(Y) where /3~C and ~>a.  Then Y= 
X~i ,,,tS~, so M~ ~ 'Y  is a wellorder', so Y is really a wellorder, so N# ~ Y is a 
wellorder. But then No, I: j~,o,(Y) is a wellorder, so je,,,,(Y) really is a wellorder. 
But j~ , (Y )= i,,,,,,(X]) is inside M,,, a wellorder of type i~,,,,(8). Since it,,,,,(6) is 
nonstandard, this is impossible. 
Using the bracketed remark above, fix t~o~C and 8o<(K+)~,.,, so that 
X~,,;¢N,,~,. Given a ,  and 8,,. we can find ~,,+~eC with c~,,+~>a,, and 6,+~< 
+ M 8 (~ ...... ) ...., so that 15,,+ t < i  ........ (,5) and Xa2z, ~ N .. . .  ; again we use the bracketed 
remark and now the fact that X~.:dN,,. ~ i  ..... (6,,) is nonstandard. Let a= 
sup{ct. In<to}.  Then a<¢o~ by admissibility, but M,, is not wetlft~unded by 
construction. This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
By combining the proof of Theorem 2 with further ideas from Friedman [21, 
one can obtain s,.~.me lower bounds on the strength of determinacy at higher levels 
of the Boret hierarchy over H~. For example, ~°(I1~) determinacy is not provable 
from ZF- +3K (0(K)= ~++AK +÷+ exists), ~(H~)  determinacy is not provable 
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from ZF-+3K (0(~)=K++^K +÷++ e~ists), and so forth. We haven't atwmpted 
precise calculations here, as the main question is whether the lower bound given 
~,ML) by Theorem 2 for A(II~) determinacy is best possible. If so, then o 
determinacy will correspond, roughly, to the existence of c~ cardinals above a 
measurable K of order K ++. 
We now consider levels of determinacy below ~°(1I~). Here at last we are ~n the 
region where, by work of Martin and Simm.'; [7], equivalences between large 
cardinal hypotheses and determinacy h potheses are known. Simms computed the 
strength of .~°(H~) determinacy; he showed i.t equivalent to the existence of a 
proper class M such that M ~ ZF+Va :1K > a (K is measurable), together with a 
club proper class of indiscernibles for M. Part of Simms' result can be proved by 
our methods. 
Theorem 4. Suppose that U is coherent and L[U] ~ 'there are no measurable imits 
of measurable cvrdinals'. Then 
L[V] = <u is O(.~°(n~)), 
so (Simms) 
L[U] = not all ~(111) games are determined. 
Proof. (sketch). We define a game Gx.~, as before. If players I and ii code mlce M 
and N satisfying the obvious local requirements, then we form the Mitchell 
iteration (M~, i,~a, N,~, Lo) and declare player I the winner of G~.~, iff 
:t A < c0~ 'N (M~ is wellfounded and N~ is not). 
The game G~.~, has the properties we require. [] 
Simms went on to show that the determinacy of differences of V~(lI]) sets is 
equivalent to the sharp for a model with a proper class of measurable imits of 
measurable cardinals. He also obtain,ed results relating 'longer' differences of 
,~°(HI) sets to cardinals higher in the 'aaeasurable limits of' hierarchy. There are 
analogs of Theorem 4 for these results. The classes of games Simms considers lie 
properly within A°(II~). 
Recent work of Martin and the author has completed the large c~dinals-imply- 
determinacy half of this work of Simms. If there is a K so that K is a measurable 
limit of rank t~ +, then all A°tHI~ 2~_ , games are determined, If K carries a normal 
measure concentrating on measurables, then K is a measurable imit of rank K ÷, 
so this latter property of K is quite weak. (We omit its precise definitioq.) 
Coupling this result with Theorem 3, we can compute xactly the determinacy 
provable from large cardinal hypotheses between =:It (0(K)= 2) and 3K (0(K)= 
r+). Such hypotheses imply A~(H~ determinacy, but not ,v°(L/~) determinacy, 
The best known proof of ,vo(//~) determinacy is the proof of A(LII) determinacy 
we mentioned in Section 3. 
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